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A particular case of the Yang-Mills (ГМ) equation» has

been studied* Рог this aysten a transversal intersection

of separatrioea of unstable periodical trajectories Is

discovered» hence, i t follows that there are no first

real-analytical integrals of motion additional to the

Hamiltonian. As a result» a complete set of integrals

does not exist for the system describing the classical

IM fields* Humerioal methods of constructing separatriees.

doublt-aaymptotioal solutions and of determining the

angles between separatricee have b*eu described*
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1 - Introduction

the problem of integrability of classical TM equations is

very essential both for classical and quantum field theories*

The interest to this problem became keen after papers £i, 2j. It

has been shown in £1J that self-duality equations are a particu-

lar integrable case of the classical YM field equations, and

proceeding from this result in Bef.^3J multi-instanton solutions

have been constructed* In Ref.{2j it has been discovered that no

stochastization is observed for the Initial condition of the

Klein-Gordon equation with cubic nonlinearity, a two-dimensional

one-component IH field* Another interesting fact la a non-trivi-

al analogy between the HI and n-fielda fVj. Renoraalisation,

asymptotic freedom and instanton solution» art typical for both.

theories* At the same time the equations of the n-field are an

integrable system £5j* ill these considerations allowed one to

hope that XM equations are integrable as wall* In the present

paper the reverse is proved* Bamely, a system of classical. IM

equations is non-integrable, since there is no complete set of

real-analytical integrals*

In the classical case integrability of a system of equations

with N degrees of freedom means presence of a Hamiltonian and

N-1 another first integrals of motion, their Poisson bracket

with each other being equal to zero. This makes it possible, in

principle, to obtain solutions. As a rule, from integrability of
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the classical problem follows Integrability of the quest am one

[б], in a eenee that there ie a complete set of commutating

operators*

Thus, the problem is; integrability or non-integrability of

the IX equations [l~]

# -0 . (1.1)

where £, - £, ±5 ~ Э„ £ + & £*ЪС
 ̂ J Ay fyjl -0,1,2,3;

1,2,3)* Here j£ are elements of arbitrary Lie algebra, further

we consider the case of the SU(2) algebra, so that JL, can be

identified with vectors in a three-dimentional isotopic space»

We consider the problem as follows. Suppose we know a sub-

stitution satisfying Sqe.(1.1) and reducing them to a simplified

system accessible to trustworthy investigation. In case system

(1.1) has a complete set of integrals of action, then any sub-

system with Ж degrees of freedom will also have IT integrals of

motion. Therefore, from non-integrability of a subsystem it fol-

lows that the complete system is nonintegrable as well* It

should be noted that subsystem integrability does not necessari-

ly cause the initial problem integrability.

To simplify system (1.1) we use substitution (sj

k
l " °»

 S
i

A
3 - 0, *J - 0} *\ x « *\ у - i

2
, * - f

3
 - 0
(1.2)

(where 0* are orthogonal matrices 0* 0
b
 • ̂  , no summation

orer a takes place), reducing (1.1) to a system of ordinary dif-

ferential equations

¥ + x y2 - О, у + x 2
 у . О, '• sS/dt. (1.3)

This system has an evident integral of motion

H • £ (t2 + fZ + x2 y 2). (1.4)
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Eqs. (1.3) and integral (1*4-) are invariant to a scale transfor-

mation

z - * / z , у -*«6y, t -•«t"
1
 t, 2 -»-«t

4
 B« (1.5)

Due to this fact there are no parameters in system (1»3), and m

may assume everywhere БИ/2, wichout imposing any restriction*

on generality of results.

In Eef• |V/ a theorem on the absence of an additional integral

of system (1.3) has been proved under an assumption that this

integral extend analytically to the complex region onto the fi-

nite width, band. Shis assumption imposes considerable limits on

a type of the Integral to be determined.

In Ref. JiOj it has been supposed that system (1.3Г is stoeh*»

stic» and in j_11J it has been concluded from numerical calcula-

tion of long trajectories that systems (1.3) end (5.3) are sto-

chastic. Jfote that a great number of unstable trajectories can-

not be a criterion of non-integrability (for instance, a cne-di-

mensional problem on a classic a
1
 particle in an erbitrary poten-

tial}. Nevertheless, the result of paper £i1J undoubtedly indi-

cates the fact that system (1.1) may be nonintegrable*

The transversal intersection of .aeparatrlcea is en unambiguo-

us criterion of non-ictegrability* In our paper £j2j it has been.

communicated that separatricea of system (1*3) intersect at a

non-zero angle. This shows coat the system has no real-analyti-

cal integral, distinguishing from the Hamiltonian. Therefore,

system (1.3) is nonintegrable in the same sense, as the three-

body problem of celestial mechanics £i3J • Since in this sense

the system is nonintegrable, there is no complete set of first

integrals in system (1.1) as well, i.e., the classical Yang-
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Idlle field ±в nonintegrable.

In Section 2 on a model example we discuss construction of

Poincare cross-section» separatrices, double-asymptotic soluti-

ons on a computer*

In Section 3 the absence of a real-analytical integral, addi-

tional to the Hamiltonian, under transversal intersection of se-

paratrices is proved qualit—atively.

In Section 4 the behaviour of integral curves of system (1.3)

is treated, the points of aeparatrices intersections at the Poi-

ncare cross-section and the angle between the separatrices in

such a point are found.

Section 5 is devoted to construction of double-asymptotic so-

lutions and to calculation of angles between the separatrices in

the phase space. In addition to system (1*3) we consider system

(5.3) as well.

2 - Behaviour of separatrices in Poincare cross-section

In this Section on a simple example ire demonstrate the beha-

viour of separatrices of an unstable solutions in the presence

or absence of the integral of motion additional to the Hamilto-

nian. The investigated Hamiltonian of a system with two degrees

of freedom is constructed as follows. With respect to the coor-

dinate along j we take an oscillator with the potential energy
о

И(у)
 я
 У » and in the coordinate x we take the potential energy

2 2

D(x) > (x - 1) with a known unstable solution at x *» 0. Besi-

des, we add a nonlinear positively determined term of the simp-

lest form U(x,y) - £, x у where i ) 0. As a result we get a

mechanical system with the Hamiltonian

H - \ (±
2
 + y

2
 + (x

2
 - 1 )

2
 + y

2
 + t x

2
 y

2
) , (2.1)
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it is assumed that Е)й. The equations of motion have the fern

* + Zx (x
2
 - 1) + t x y

2
 * 0

f
 У + у + E x

2
 у » О. (2.2)

The phase space (PS) of the system is four-dimensional

(x,±,y,y). Solutions of Bqs.(2.2) are curves in the PS. We fix

the value of energy, for defisiteness putting В = 1. Ihe predex-

oinatior. of energy f_xes the -chree-d? -aensional hypersurfaee in

2S» The trajectories lie on this surface of constant energy. We

intersect this surface by half-plane у =* 0, y?<0 (the Poincare

cross-section £i3j). We choose x and ± as coordinates in this

Poincare plane (PP). An arbitrary trajectory "pierces through"

the PP in an arbitrary set of points. A closed trajectory inter-

| sects the PP at a finite number of points B. After S intersect!-

""I ons of the PP (or, which is the seme, after a period of .trajec-

j tory X) such a trajectory inetrsects the PP at the initirl
i

' point. In other words, it closes. So, this point AQ ia a fixed

j point at the B-multiple mapping of the Px* in itself.

T ' Tb». mpct&y of the trajectories in the vicinity of the closed

one is substituted by the study of the PP points close to AQ. It

> ia characterized by the monodromy matrix (i4j, which acts upon

the neighbourhood cf point AQ and maps point (fr-i»?*) to point

(2.3)

The monodromy matrix ia conntructed as follows. We linearize

system (2.2) near a periodical solution x « xQ(t), у • j (t)

by snbstJ tution x • x
Q
 + t., у ш y

Q
 +П aaeuming t,lf to be

small deviations
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+ 2'(3 ag - O f + t (У* f + 2 xQ У { Д ) « О,

- 0 . . (2.4)

lor solution x
o
 - 0, x

Q
 • 0, y

0
 » Sin t, y

Q
 • Cos t system

(2.4) acquires the form

J "
 2
 f
 + tj

o |
 s
 °» *T

 +
 I

е
 °*

 {2
'
5)

A period of the trajectory is T = 2JT. It is clear that the

first equation in (2.5) gives growing solutions, i.e., the so-

lution with x
Q
 « О, ±

Q
 в о is unstable.

First we take £ =-4), then the solutions of system (2.5)

have the form

It should be noted that variation in у corresponds to a shift

along the trajectory and to a change in the time ecale (or,

which i s the same, the energy scale).

The matrix A i s constructed in basis (1 ?) £i4j and has the

form
e~)/2 (e+ - e

±

э+ + e")/2 / (2.7)

Due to the fact that system (2.2) has a Hamiltonian, accor-

ding to the Idouville theorem det A = 1 ard PP mapping into
m

i tsel f preserves area. Kigen values of the matrix A are deter-

mined [14] fro» equation

/? - Jtp AfjA+ 1 . 0, (2.8)

here/^/Ag • 1» It la clear that In our case/\j andy^2

 a r e r e ~

al. Below for brevity уЛ will stand for the greatest of the

«mln**. In the case of £,• 0 JA« 7228.3486.



Since e~« 1, v\ • e+ with an accuracy to the givea. fj&gures»

Eigcn vectors of the matrix 1 predetermine a pair of straight

lines which, are invariant to the mapping of AQ(0,0) neighbour-

hood in the PF into itself* In the case of matrix: (2.7) inva-

riant straight lines have the form

C2.f)

Straight lines (2.9) in the neighbourhood of point A are asym-

ptotes cf 3eparatrices, the invariant carves which pass through

unstable fixed point A . Note that at £ » 0 system (2.2) has an

integral additional to Hamilton!an (2.1), the energy of oscilla-

tions in x

I, - \ (I2 + (x2 - 1)2). (2.10)

At fixed values of integral (2.1), for example E » 1, different

invariant curves in the PF correspond obviously to different

values of I1 (sea Pig.1). At I., = й (2.10) is the equation of

aeparatrices for point A
Q
(0,0). These separatrices intersect at

points x « +lf5"at a zero angle and coincide, forming a closed

analytical curve* So, it should be noted that in the presence

of a complete set of integrals (the number of integrals is equ-

al to the number of degrees of freedom) invariant curve» in the

FF are dosed.

What will take place at £ Л t ? For answering this question

it is necessary to construct peparatrices. For this purpose a

computer can be applied* For deflMteaese we take £ • 1* Tb*

trajectory of point xQ - x© » 0 etjLU has period! » 2*T.

monodromy matrix is constructed on the basis of a numerical

lution of systems (2*2) and (2.5)* Ita migain rmlvmu штт reel шшА

yV. 2128.14068, and/t?£ Ln^ s£ 1.21960. Invariant straight
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linee have the foim

j, = + 1.34402696-^ . (2.11+)

Note that when Lyapunov indexAt
 t
 period of trajectory T and

accuracy of computation О are known one can estimate number
о t

of mappings ^
mx
» for which -the error of computation td.ll not

affect results for sure. In our case P * V 1 0 ~ and
1
м«*7Г*

1 и
Г

1
#3- (2.12)

This estimeta is lowered, since at computation of "unstable se-

paratrix" going from A
Q
 in direction (2.11+), only "longitudi-

nal" part of computation error increases exponentially, and

"transversal" one, on the contrary, decreases almost to the ac-

curacy of computation, which is determined by computer and al-

gorithm accuracy. This ±з a usual property of hyperbolic map-

pings (see, for instance, И5|).

Starting from invariant straight line (2..11+) in the neigh-

bourhood of point A we shall mark points of intersection of

the trajectory with the PP. While the initial points pass some

interval of this straight line, the points of intersection will

plot a 3eparatrix on the PP. The accuracy of computation can Ъе

increased considerably, choosing in the neighbourhood of

straight line (2»11+) such initial values, for which point of

intersection at t -••-
!:
po Till remain on straight line (2*11+)»

This much confirms results reliability,

She eeparatricee of unstable point A
o
(0,0) are given in

KLg#l. The angle of intersection of separatrioee is essentially

non-вего. It. should Ъе recalled that a separatrix is unstable,

if a trajectory intersecting the PP along this aeparatrii: ap-

ргоасЬез point A at t —• -*© • On the contrary, in the stable



separatrix points of intersection approach A
Q
 at t - * + Л .

Since Eqs. (2.2) and integral (2-1) are invariant with res-

pect to substitution x —*• -x, ± —+ -•*, each of the separatrices

is symmetric relative to the point A . Under transformation

t —* -t, x —*• -x, у —*• -у or t —*• -t, ± —» -dfc, у —<* -у the un-

stable separatrix maps on the stable one and vice versa. The

first" transformation gives in PP symmetry relative to axis ±,

the second one gives symmetry relative to axis x.

So, at £j£ 0 the separatrices do not coincide, but intersect

at a non-zero angle (transversally) and do not close. Note that

separatrices intersect at any non-zero value of £. , in the

case of & Ю the angle of separatrices intersection is small ;

0"" С 0 **J»
 Ъ и
*
 а
* ^

иг
''

;пег
 intersections it increases to great

values. While constructing separatrices at £<< 1, we could have .

seen that separatrices coincide practically, but at further in-

tersections in a small neighbourhood of the fixed point, each

separatrix oscillating along itself is very large and the angle

between the separatrices is not small. (The intersection of sepa-

ratrices shows that system (2*2) at £/ 0 has, generally speak-

ing1', no first integral additional to (2»1) £l3J. However, this

does not suggest that at £,—*«© , i.e., for the case when sys-

tem (2.2) is transformed into (1*3), a transversal intersection

of separatrices is observed* A simple example is provided by a

system with the Hamiltonian H = \ (x2 + y2 +(x2 - 1) 2 + y2

_ о 2 2
+ E. (x + у ) ), which has obvious integrals for both limiting
x/

At some £ h a system may be integrable. However, the values of

£
й
 will have a discrete spectrum and the measure of such £* is

equal to zero. With these £„ separatrices do not intersect trans-

versally.
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cases (С —* 0 and £ — * « * ) , and at £ 4 0 separatrices intersect

transversally and the system is nonintegrable with the full pro-

bability-.

The next Section shows in what sense the problem is noninte-

grable under transversal intersection of separatrices, in other

words, what is suggested about the properties of integral.

3 - Intersection of separatrices and the absence of

an additional integral

The phenomenon of separatrices intersection was discovered Ъ?

Poincare at the end of the last century £i3j, while the three-bo-

dy problem was being investigated. In the same paper it was sho-тп

that no additional integral exists in the case of transversal in-

tersection. However, it has been proved rigorously оп1з
г
 recently

in paper £17J. We present a qualitative proof (this proof has be-

en kindly communicated to us by Ya.G. Sinai).

Pig.2 shows a picture of separatrices intersection for system

(2.2) with £»1.- Pig.3 is obtained from Pig. 2 by changin some

scales to make it more illustrative. These figures are identical

qualitatively.

Suppose the system has an additional integral I.,. Point MQ is

the "first" point of separetrices intersection. By definition of

the separatrix, a point belonging to it converts to a point be-

longing to it too. In other words, the same trajectory passes

through these points. Point M belongs to both separatrices, and

it converts to the point of separatrices intersecti<vn (for ir. -

tance, to point ВЦ in Pig.3). Point 1
1
 converts to point Ng. From

the theorem on continuous dependence on the initial conditions

(see, for inst-mcer£i8J) the whole region Ъ transforms to region
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L
1
 and so on. In Pig.3 M̂ —•" *±+-\» % — •

R
i + 1
 at any i =..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,... and t>0. Since the sys-

tem has a Hamiltonian, the mapping preserves the area and the

areas of the regions are equal.

So, the length of regions Ъ
±
 (the length of a stable separat-

rix between points 1^ and S ^ at t -» +eo will tend to zero, and

the width (the length of the unstable separatrix between the

same points) will tend to infinity. In case the system has an

integral of motion I
1
 additional to the energy, then it has a

fixed value on every invariant curve, different values of this

integral corresponding to different invariant curves (see Secti-

on 2). In other words, integral 1̂  has a fixed value on the

curve only. Let us denote its value on the separatrices by Cj,

i.e., I
1
 • C.j. Then its value at the boundaries of an infinitely

long and narrow region is equal to the same constant» If integ-

ral If has no real singularity inside this region, then 1^ = Cj

for all the regions L. and R.. Thus, the fixed value of integral

I/ ш C
1
 is expanded to the non-zero area regions as well.

The only integral having a fixed value for the whole region

is a function of the Hamiltonian*

So, where transversal intersection of separatrioes takes

place, no additional integral without singularities on a reel

axis is observed. This is the strongest of the known cases of

non-integrability - the Poincare case. Namely due to transversa-

lity of separatrices intersection the three-body problem of ce-

lestial mechanics is nonintegrableM3] * In this sense the clas»

sical YM equations are nonintegrable too, as is shown below»
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4 - Intersection of separatrices in system (1.3)

System of equations (1.3) has simple periodical trajectories

(PT)

x -= у = F, x «= -y = F (

where F * Cn (t, 1/fz) is the elliptic Jacobi cosine. The consi-

derations are the spme as in Section 2. System (1.3) is lineari-

zed in the vicinity of PT (4.1). Introducing x = ? +1+
 1
? »

у - F +f -ij , we obtain

J + 3 P
2
} = 0, V - F2/£ -0 . (4.2+)

Equation (4.2+) has a general solution v« c1 F + c2 (t F + F).

, I) the monodroray matrix has a se-

cond order Jordanian cell with eigen values 1. In "normal11 di-

rections (>1t
 fS) the monodx-omy matrix has real eigen values

/, = 129.647014, / 2 = V / r (4.3)

For PP у = 0, y^ 0 unstable fixed points k^(O,l/it) and

A
2
(0,-1/V2) correspond to PT (4.1).

The procedure of constructing separatrices is described in.

Section 2. The PP separatrices are depicted in Fig.4. Under

transformation x —* -x, * —¥ -x the stable separatrix (SS) of PT

(4.1+) converts to SS of PT (4.1-), the unstable separatrix (US)

ofPT (4.1+) converts to US of PT (4.1-). Under transformation

t -• -t, * —*• -x, у —* -y (in Fig.4 it gives symmetry relative

to axis x) SS of PT (4»1+) convert to US of PT (4..1+); under

transformation t —• -t, x -*• -x, у -• -у (in Fig.4 it gives sym-

metry relative to axis x) SS of PT (4.1+) convert to US of PT

(4,1+).

At the first point of intersection K
o
(1«4249238...,0) eepara-

trices intersect trausversally and th« angle of separatrices
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intersection is approximately 72°. On» point of transversal in-

tersection above that their number is infinite. Pig.4 illustra-

tes this very well. The overshoots of separatriz oscillations

are- long, and with each oscillation their length increasing. It

can be seen in the figure that the overshoots with each oscil-

lation make a greater but finite number of rotations around

point (0,0), and then the separatrices approach themselves clo-

ser. It should be noted that unlike the case of Section 2 the

US of point A..J Intersects both with the SS of point .Ц and

with that of point 1*,. The points of intersection of separatri-

ces of one fixed point are called homoclynio (in 7ig«4 -

and of different fixed points - heteroclynic (in Pig.4 - ^

\J3, 18j. There is a difference with Integrable case, fhen se-

paratrices are closed (Pig.1), a double-asymptotic trajectory

passes through each point of separatrix ("piercing" through the

PP). At t —> +oo it approaches point k^
t
 intersecting the SS,

and winding monotonously around the PT from one side . At

t -+• -co it approaches the PS from the other side (from direc-

tion of the other eigen vector of the monodromy matrix), inter-

secting the ITS of the same point A^. Under transversal inter-

section of separatrices not every point of separatrix has

double-asymptotic trajectory, but the point of intersection on-

ly. The trajectories passing through homoclynic points are

double-asymptotic to the same Pf, they are homoclynic trajecto-

ries. Heteroclynic trajectories pass through heteroclynic

points and are double-asymptotic to two different trajectories

П з К It should be noted that in our ease separatrices of the

unstable PT are two-dimensional surfaces in a three-dimensional
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hypersurface of the constant energy. Double-asymptotical solu-

tions lie on these separatrioes. Homoclynic and heteroclynic

trajectories are lines of intersection of SS and US. Th' вера-

ratriceB of the PP are intersection of the phase space separa-

trice&^with the PP. Homoclynis and heteroclynic points are in-

tersections of the corresponding trajectories with the PP.

5 - Finding homoclynic and heteroclynic trajectories

The symmetry of Eqs.(1.3) and Hamiltonian (1.4) can be used

for finding homoclynic and heteroclynic trajectories. Under

transformation t -+ -t, * -• -±, у —p -y point of hypersurface

of the constant energy (E=£) K(xQ,0,0,1) converts into itself.,

the parts of its trajectory, corresponding to t)0 and t<0,

change one into another. Under this transformation PT (4»1+)

turns into PI (4.1-0, the SS of PT (4.1+) changes into the US

of PT (4.1-). In case at some x point К lies on the SS of PT

(4.1+), then due to symmetry it lies on the US of PT (4.1-) as

well, i»e., point К is the point of symmetry of a heteroclynic

trajectory (In the emae of trmnerereal intermotion).Tt is obrious.

that points (-x
Q
,0,C,-1), (0,1,x

Q
,0) and (0,-1,-x

Q
,0) are also

the points of symmetry of heteroclynic trajectories, where the

SS of PT (4.1+) and the US of PT (4.1-) intersect, and points

(x
o
,0,0

t
-1), (-x

o
,0,0,1), (0,1,-x

o
,0) and (0,-1,x

o
,0) are the

points of symmetry of heteroclynic trajectories,where the SS of

PT (4»1-) and the US of PT (4.1+) intersect. Transversality of

eeparatrices intersection can be checked up according to the

angle of their intersection in the plane which is orthogonal to

the common trajectory. T^e direction of the trajectory is de-

termined from equations of motion (1.3), which can be rewritten

ae
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dx = * dt, d± = - x y
2
 dt, dy = у dt, dy = - x

2
 у dt.

(5.1)

At point К d/ = dt, dx - dx = dy = 0, i.e., the unit vector of

the trajectory direction has the form of (0,0,1,0). Prom the

energy conservation law it follows

dH = x dx + у dy + x y
2
 dx + x

2
 у dy * 0. . (5.2)

At point К this condition has the form of dy = 0. Therefore,

there is a two-dimensional space of admissible increments, or-

thogonal to the trajectory and defined by vectors (1,0,0,0) and

(0,1,0,0). In case admissible increments (Ax, 4x, 4y, Ду) pro-

vide a new point on the SS of PT (4-.1 + ), the symmetrical point

on the IIS of PT (4» 1-0 will have increments (Дх,-4х,-Ду,Ду),

and the corresponding angle between separatrices is determined

by equality Cos 0 = (Дх
2
+Ду

2
-4х

2
-Ду

2
)/(Дх

2
н4у

2
+Ах

2
+Лу

2
). in or-

der that the intersection be transversal, angle в should differ"

from 0 and 7Г. In all the checked cases this angle differs

strongly from 0 and IT , i.e., the intersection is transversal

and the points obtained, К (х ,0,0,1) (see table 1), are really

the points of symmetry of heteroclynic trajectories, ishere the

SS of PT (4*1+) and the US of PT (4.1-) intersect.

Under transformation t —*• -t, x -*• -x, у -• -у point

Ш(0,* ,0,y
0
* (for the sake of definiteness we put y

Q
^-0, then

at the given energy point M can be completely determined by the

value of ±
Q
) transforms into itself, the parts of its trajecto-

ry, corresponding to t > 0 and t ( 0, transform one into another.

Under this transformation PT (4.1+) maps into itself, the SS of

PT (4»1+) - into the US of PT (4.1+). If at some ±
0
 point Ж

lies oa the SS of Рт (4.1+), then due to symmetry it lies on



the US of PT (4*1+) as well, i»e., in the case of transversali-

ty of intersection point К is the point of symmetry of a homo-

clynio trajectory of PT (4..1+). So
f
 points (0,y

o
,0,±

o
),

(0,-x
 t
0»-y ) and (0,-y

o
,0,-±

o
) are points of symmetry of homo-

clynic trajectories of PT (4»1+) as well, and points

(0,-*
o
,0,y

o
), (0,*

0
,0,-y

0
), (0,y

0
,0,-±

0
) and (0,-y

o
,0,±

9
)

are points of symmetry of homoclynic trajectoriee of PT (4»1-).

The direction of the common trajectory at point M is:

dx = * dt, dy • y
Q
 dt, dy = dx » 0. The limitation imposed by

the energy conservation is x'
Q
 dx + f

Q
 dy » 0. Therefore, we

have a two-dimensional space ot admissible increments, orthogo-

nal to the common trajectory, it is determined by rectors:

d* » ( , dy • -C*
o
/y

o
 and dx » £, dy » -£±0/yQ. Points on the

US are received from points on the SS if one changes aignea of

increments Ax and Ay; the angle between separatrices is deter-

mined by equality Cos 9 » (Ax2+4y2-Ax2-dy2)/(Ax2+Ay2+Ax2+#3r2).

In all the checked cases angle 0 is strongly distinguished from

0 and 7Г, i.e., the intersection is transversal and points

M(0,*
o
,0,y

o
) obtained (see table 1) are indeed the points ot

symmetry of homoclynic trajectories of PT (4*1+).

At last let us consider transformation t —»• -t, x -+ -y,

* -»-y. Point ?(x
o
,x

o
,-x

o
,±

o
) (for definiteness we take *

Q
> 0,

then at the given energy point ? can be completely determined

by the value of x
Q
) transforms into itself, the parts of its

trajectory,corresponding to t>0 and t<0, "map one into anoth-

er. Under this transformation PT (4*1+) converts to itself, the

SS of PT (4.1+) - into the US of PT (4-1+). If at some x
Q
 point

P lies on the SS of PT (4.1+), then due to 5>yimetry it lies on



н
the US of ?T (Л..1 + ) as well, i.e., in the case of transversal

intersection point P is the point of syzszetry of a hornoclynic

trajectory of PT (4.1+). Then points (-x
Q
,±

0
,x

0
,!:^),

(x
0
,-*

o
,-x

o
,-*

0
) and (-x

o
,-±

Q
,x

o
,-±

o
) are points of symmetry of

homoclynic trajectories of PT (4.1+) too, and points

(W^o'-V* Ц з ' - W V ' ^
x
o»̂ o'-"o'-V

 and

(-x ,-±
o >
-x

Q
,±

o
) are points of symmetry of homoclynic trajecto-

ries of PT (4.1-). The direction of the common trajectory at

point P is: dx = *
o
 dt, d* = -r?

Q
 dt, dy = *

0
 ut, dy =

 x
^ dt.

The limitation imposed Ъу the energy conservation is:

*
o
 (d* 4- dy) + x^ (dx - dy) = o. Therefore, we have a tv/o-di-

mensional space of admissible increments, orthogonal to the

common trajectory, it is determined by vectors: d£ = dy = £ ,

dx = -dy = ~i± /xz and dx = dy = £ , dS =-dy = £ ±
0
/зс^. Points

on the US are received from points on the SS Ъу change

Ax +-* ~ty, t± *•* uy; the angle between separatrices is determi-

ned Ъу equality Соз 9 = 2 (tx- йу-Дх-&у)/(Д;с
2
+Д*

2
+Ду

2
+Ду

2
). In

all the checked cases angle 0 is strongly distinguished from 0

and fT» "the intersection is transversal and points P(x ,i ,-x ,эс )

obtained (see table 1) are indeed the points of symmetry of homo-

eljnie trajectories of PT (4.1+).

It should be noted that since the solutions are hyperbolic,

the numerical calculation of trojectoriec in the vicinity of

unstable trajectories (4.1) is unstable. Eigen values^^ andAp

are such thr.t a transversal component of solution approaching

PT (4.1) (i.e. v = (x - y}/2 and v = (± - y)/2 for PT .(4.1+) or

u = (x + y)/2 and G = (x + y)/2 for Tl (d.1-)) decreases in mo-

u.ulus nore than huj-dred tim&s «vithin a period T. The error,
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which is proportional to other component of a«ar solutions,

increases in modulus more than hundred times within a period T.

So more than 4 significant chiffres lost within every period. As

a consequence, any inaccuracy of the initial point of the tra-

jectory belonging to the SS of PT (4*1) is really displayed

(when calculations are performed with double accuracy and a

sufficiently small step of integration of equations, in this

case the main error is due to inaccurate initial data and hy-

perbolicity): for instance, on a trajectory, approaching PT

(4»1+), v or v change the sign, and the trajectory goes into

one of the directions of the US* This makes it possible to per-

form fast and reliable elucidation of the initial data. Indeed,

for admissible increments, orthogonal to a trajectory, the pro-

blem of their increase or decrease is solved by integrating in

small increments the equations, linearized in the neighbour-

hood of the given point. Integrating in small increments equa-

tion (4.2-) we get that in the neighbourhood of PT (4»1+) v and

v decrease monotonously in modulus, until v>v<0. Let us consi-

der two trajectories approaching and sufficiently close to PT

(4*1 + ), so that on them v*v<0, v and v decrease monotonously

in modulus, and let on one of them the monotonous decrease cea-

ses at last at v * 0, and on the other it takes place at v * 0

(they go into different directions of the US). Then they are at

opposite sides of the SS, and if an interval of a straight line

(on a three-dimensional energy hypersurface) connects points of

these trajectories, then there will be a point on this interval

belonging to the SS, it can be found by successive division of

this interval in half. '



Table 1

The points of symmetry of heteroclynic and horaoclynic

trajectories of Eqs.(

K
o

K
1

к
2

K
3

M
3

X

1.42492382784794

-1.095222

0.9749564

О.63ЮО61О

0 0.

0 -0

0 -C

1.3) (see in the

0

0

0

0

79014362

.8452601

.321636868

text fcr

У

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

explanation)

f

1

1

1

1

0.612921174

0.5343551

0.570C11278

6

72°

82°

86°

87°

12/.°

135°

P
1
 0,r51849UO5 0.4865369935 -0.8513491405 O.4S65369935 95°

3?
2
 -O.99S37O318 0.047492519 0.998870313 0.047492519 103°

The same method can be used for proving transversality of

separatrices intersection in system

2C+ x (y
2
 + z

2
) = 0, */ + у (x

2
 + 7?) = 0, V + z (x

2
 + y

2
)=0,

(5.3)

obtained by substitution (1.2) at z = f̂  (see [в, 10, 11J).

Hamiltonian of systeo (5*3) has the form

H = i (±
2
 + у

2
 + Й

2
 + x

2
 y

2
 + x

2
 z

2
 + у

2
 г

2
). (5.4)

The equation in variations for PT

x = +y = P, z = 0, P r-. Cn (t,i/^) (5.5+)

has the fore (x = P + J s-
l
2,y = ]<

n
 + J -*jl;

 z

f + 3 ?
2
f = 0 , J - P

2
t = 0, V + 2 P

2
^ = 0. (5.6)

Eqs.(5.6) are independent one of anotner. Therefore, the mono-

dromy matrix (square matrix 6 x 6) is divided into three matri-

ces 2 x 2 . The eigen values along the trajectory are 1, as be-

fore, the eigen values in the transversal directions at z = ft=0
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are the same, as those in Eqs.(1.3) (see (4.3)). She two remain-

ing eigen values corresponding to deviations in plane (z,S) are

also real and are equal to:

fi* = 4.499997,^* = 1/fi. (5.7)

Therefore, in plane (z,&) the instability of the PT takes place

too. Thus, the separatrices of PT (5»5) are three-dimensional

hypersurfaces on a five-dimensional hypersurface of the con-

stant energy. If we consider the intersection of separatrices

along the double-asymptotic trajectories investigated already

for Eqs.(1.3), then at the points of these trajectories we have

now a four-dimensional зрасе of admissible increments, orthogo-

nal to the trajectory. Two new admissible vectors (0,0,0,C,1,0)

and (0,0,0,0,0,1) are orthogonal to the previous ones. The ang-

les in the plane determined by the previous vectors have been

calculated in the foregoing, so it is necessary to calculate

only the angle in the plane determined by two new vectors. If a

point on the SS of PT (5.5+) has increments 4z, 4&» then the

symmetrical point on the US of PT (5.5+,) (the sign + in the

case of a homoclynic trajectory) has increments dz, -Д4 and the

corresponding angle between the separatrices is determined by

equality Cos 0 = (Az
2
-Az

2
)/(Az

2
+Az

2
). Note that for calculating

the angles very small increments are sufficient, when solutions

of Eqs.(5<3) only slightly differ from those of linearized equ-

ations (5.6), where the division of the variables takes place.

The calculations have been done for point K
Q
(1.4249,0,0,1,0,0),

the angle between the separatrices in the plane (z,S) makes up

approximatively 106°. So, the intersection of separatrices is

transversal in the case of Eqs.(5.3) аз well. This shows that

I
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system (5*3) lias no integrals of motion additional to the ener-

gy (there must be two of them for integrability).

6 - Conclusions

The transversality of separatrices intersection observed for

unstable PT (4.1) and (5*5) shows that system (1.3) has no in-

tegral additionel xo the energy and no such integrals

exist for system (5.3). This confirms the supposition that

systems (1.3) and (5.3) are stochastic £lO, 11J. In the present

paper we prove that real-analytical integrals are absent, this

is the strongest of the well toaown cases of non-integrability -

the Poineare non-integraiility. This result admits that ther*

aay exist some particular cases of integrable YM equations

(see, for instance, f^l)» however, a transition from then to a

larger number of degrees of freedom will be again nonintegrable.

Since there exists no additional integral, the behaviour of

the trajectories of the systems is complicated, in other words,

it is stochastic. But this is beyond the framework of our inve-

stigation, as it requires a detailed consideration of systems

(1»3) and (5*3) due to peculiarities of their properties. The

results obtained for this problem will be published.

The methods of numerical calculations described in the pa-

per are based on characteristics of trajectories (byapunov in-

dices, eigen vectors of the monodromy matrix, period) and make

it possible to obtain results with any predetermined and cont-

rolled accuracy. This confirms high reliability of the results

obtained. The computation was done on a BESKT-6 (Section •;,; and

on WANG-2200 VP (Sections 2 and 4). The accuracy of energy con-
—1 fiservation per step of computation was no less than 10 and
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10" , respectively. Schemes of the 4-th snd 6-th orders were

ueed'pSlJ.
fhe euthore are. grateful to S,B. Bogomolny and Ya.G. Sinai

for interest in the work and for useful discussions, to

V.E. Zakharov and S.7. Manakov for stimulating interest to this

problem and to S.P. Novikov and E.I. Ra'shba for fruitful dis-

cussions .
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Fig.1. Poincare crosB-secticn у = 0, y^O for system (2*2),

£, = 0, E = 1. Values of integral I1 (2.10) are written

over the curves. A value 1̂  г £ determines separatrices

of point Ao(0,0).
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Fig.2. Poincare cross-section у = О, y^O for system (2.2),

£ = 1 , E = 1. Transversal separatrices intersection at

point M is seen.
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Pig.4. Poincare cross-section у = 0, y^O for system (1.3),

E = £. Dotted linen art SS of points A1(0,1/1^) and

A2(0,-1/V?), solid lines are US.
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